In this paper, we propose a hierarchical feature-aware tracking framework for efficient visual tracking. Recent years, ensembled trackers which combine multiple component trackers have achieved impressive performance. In ensembled trackers, the decision of results is usually a post-event process, i.e., tracking result for each tracker is first obtained and then the suitable one is selected according to result ensemble. In this paper, we propose a pre-event method. We construct an expert pool with each expert being one set of features. For each frame, several experts are first selected in the pool according to their past performance and then they are used to predict the object. The selection rate of each expert in the pool is then updated and tracking result is obtained according to result ensemble. We propose a novel pre-known expert-adaptive selection strategy. Since the process is more efficient, more experts can be constructed by fusing more types of features which leads to more robustness. Moreover, with the novel expert selection strategy, overfitting caused by fixed experts for each frame can be mitigated. Experiments on several public available datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method and its state-of-the-art performance among ensembled trackers.
INTRODUCTION
T ARGET tracking is a fundamental problem in numerous practical computer vision applications [1] , [2] . Many breakthroughs have been made on the various tracking datasets, such as OTB-2013 [3] , OTB-2015 [4] , TempeColor [5] , UAV123 [6] and VOT [7] , [8] , [9] . Despite substantial progress, target tracking remains a challenging problem due to the constantly changing target as well as disturbing scenarios, such as background clutter and occlusion emerges.
Lately, Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF) trackers [13] , [14] have sparked a lot of interest thanks to their impressive performance and high frame-per-second (fps). In general, DCF trackers learn a correlation filter online to localize the target in consecutive frames by minimizing a least-squares loss for all circular shifts of a training sample. Since the correlation operation can be performed in the Fourier domain to simplify computational complexity, DCF trackers usually have an advantage in tracking speed. Based on the DCF framework, many improved trackers have been proposed. Improvement strategies include the use of adaptive region scale [15] , [16] , multi-dimensional features [12] , [15] , long-term tracking [17] , [18] , part-based tracking [19] , [20] , end-to-end tracking [21] , [22] , and improved objective functions [1] , [23] , [24] , [25] . Moreover, the DCF framework GT FACF CF2 HDT MCCT Fig. 1 . Comparison of the proposed tracker (FACF) with the ensembled trackers: MCCT [10] , HDT [11] and CF2 [12] on sequences Busstation ce1, Matrix, Pool ce3, Carchasing ce1, Spiderman ce and Couple from TempleColor [5] data set.
incorporated with features extracted in deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance due to the powerful feature learning capabilities of CNNs. Recently, there are increasing interests in ensembled trackers. For example, Wang et al. proposed a Multi-Cue Correlation filter based Tracker (MCCT [10] ) where multiple experts are constructed through DCF and each of them tracks the target independently by combining HOG [26] features and VGG-19 (a type of CNN) [27] features (L28, L37). The suitable expert is selected for tracking in each frame through a just-the-right decision mechanism. There are many excellent ensembled trackers based on feature-level fusion [10] , [11] , [12] , [28] , however, it is still a challenge problem to assign different features. For example, the high initial weight of high-level features in fusion trackers in [11] , [12] , [28] , results in the dominant role of semantic features in general. However, when encountering occasional misguided semantic information, a transient drift or wrong prediction will be amplified by insufficient online updates. Couple from data set TempleColor [5] . The blue box indicates ground truth (GT), the red box indicates the proposed method (FACF), the magenta box indicates MCCT [10] , the yellow box indicates HDT [11] and the green box indicates CF2 [12] .
These methods sometimes fail to fully explore the relationship among multiple features. In MCCT [10] , fusion strategy is achieved by experts, each of them is a linear combination of different level feature responses. In consecutive frames, all experts have a prediction result, and the best one is selected by a robust evaluation system. Although MCCT has gained huge performance improvement compared with the aforementioned ensembled trackers, more detail/suitable features are necessary to fully represent the object when the scene is complex as shown in Fig. 1 where different objects are overlapped and the target is confused with the other objects. With simplex or deficient features, the trackers may fail to track the correct target. Moreover, since all experts in each frame participate in tracking, it is easy to cause over-fitting and the missed target will never be re-tracked again ( Fig. 2 ), especially when background becomes clutter or occlusion emerges.
To tackle the problems above, in this paper, a novel hierarchical feature-aware tracking framework based on correlation filter is proposed (FACF). On the one hand, the proposed method maintains more experts (additional layers L5, L10, L19 in VGG-19 are considered) to learn more appropriate appearance models from more diverse views compared with existed ensembled trackers. Here, an individual expert is composed of a certain combination of feature responses. On the other hand, we propose a preknown expert selection strategy that allows the system pre-assign suitable experts (Executive Experts) according to their performance in previous frames to mitigate overfittness existed in after-descision ensemble trackers (MCCT) and meanwhile keep computational efficiency. Due to the use of more significative features and the features are adaptively assigned to appropriate scenes, FACF is able to outperform existing emsembled trackers. As the example shown in Fig. 2 , FACF not only accurately tracks the target in complex scenes (especially on cluttered background or when occlusion emerges) but also re-track the correct target after it missed the target (first scene). Experiments on OTB-2013 [3] , OTB-2015 [4] , TempleColor [5] and VOT2017 [8] demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, the superiority of the proposed method over compared ensembled trackers and the state-of-the-art performance of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related background and motivation of FACF are discussed in Sec. II. Sec. 3 describes how to construct the scheme of FACF tracker by introducing additional efficient CNN's layers and ensembling a novel pre-known expert-adaptive selection strategy based on DCF tracking framework in detail. Sec. 4 reports comparative experimental results on several publicly data sets. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we first give a brief discussion on two categories of trackers closely related to the proposed tracker: Correlation Filter (CF) based trackers and ensembled trackers, and then summarize contributions of the proposed method.
CF based Trackers
Since Bolme et al. proposed the MOSSE [29] which is the tracker using minimum output sum of squared error filter, CF framework have been studied as a robust and efficient approach in visual tracking. Major improvements to MOSSE have been made either ranking at the top of the benchmarks or remaining computationally efficient. Heriques et al. proposed a tracker CSK [30] to exploit the circulant structure of [13] , the enhanced version of C-COT, to improves both speed and performance in [36] by introducing several efficient strategies.
Ensembled Trackers
Recently, inspired from the mechanism of ensemble learning that combines multiple learners for decision, many ensemble trackers have been developed by combining multiple component trackers [10] , [11] , [12] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] . In some trackers, hand-crafted features are used [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] to construct diverse component trackers. For example, ensemble approaches in [37] , [39] , [40] are based on the boosting framework [41] and in them, each component weak tracker is incrementally trained to correctly classify the training samples which are missed by previous trackers.
In [38] , the reliability of each component tracker as well as the final tracking result are inferred via a conditional particle filter. With the development of deep learning, the component trackers can be constructed by deep features [10] , [11] . In [11] , tracking is taken as a decision-theoretic online learning task and the final tracking result is inferred by the expert decisions in multiple trackers. In [10] , Wang et al. considered not only feature-level fusion but also decision-level fusion to better explore the relationship of multiple features, and adaptively selects the expert that is suitable for a particular tracking task. Mechanisms of both trackers in [10] and [11] belong to afterthought tracking. Although above methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance on several current public data sets, there is still room for improvement especially when there are cluttered background and occluded objects. Most of the CNN features used in these methods are concentrated on semanticrich high-level features (extracted from top layers), and the details-rich layers (shallow and middle layers) are not well utilized. In theory, the objects will be more sufficiently represented with more types of features. But this will lead to exponential increase of computational complexity. In addition, the ensembled trackers are after-the-fact decision in the selection of the adaptive expert which results in misleading of inappropriate experts to some degree. Meanwhile, all the experts are trained by the same samples which may lead to overfitting. As a consequence, on the one hand, we consider not only high-level features but also shallow and middle level features to better explore the relationship of multiple features. On the other hand, we propose a novel pre-known expert selection strategy that adaptively selects the suitable experts in advance according to their performance in past frames to avoid misleading experts while keep computational efficiency.
Contributions
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows. (1) We propose an novel Hierarchical Feature-Aware tracking framework (FACF) based on CF, which fuses features of multi-types (HOG and CNNs) and multi-layers (layers L5, L10, L19, L28 and L37 in VGG-19). The features we use are more sufficient than that in existing ensembled trackers in order to appropriately represent the target and avoid distraction from background. (2) We propose a novel pre-known expert-adaptive selection strategy that allows system to determine which experts are suitable for tracking in the next frame in advance. The performance of each expert is recorded during the consecutive frames. The experts with higher performance are more likely to be selected to execute in the following frames. The difference between FACF and existing ensembled trackers are illustrated in Fig. 3 where experts are first pre-selected from a large expert pool in FACF instead of fixed experts during tracking in other ensembled trackers. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of feature-level-fusion method and pre-known expert-adaptive selection strategy used in FACF tracker. In addition, the state-of-the-art performance is also achieved on several challenging benchmarks. Fig. 4 shows the scheme of the proposed tracker. Our approach uses the standard DCF [14] , [29] framework as the tracking framework and combines multiple features (in feature pool) to generate initial expert pool. However, if all the experts in the pool are executed in each frame, some inappropriate experts may mislead the result to degrade. Therefore, an executive expert pool is established which is composed of selected experts which is suitable in the current scene for each frame. The executive experts are selected according to a novel pre-known expert-adaptive selection strategy in order to avoid overfitting to some degree. Therefore, in this section, before the detailed discussion of our proposed method and for completeness, we first revisit the details of the DCF tracking framework [14] , [29] , which is the tracking framework of the proposed tracker (FACF), then introduce the composition of executive expert pool, the process of the best tracking result selection strategy, and the implementation details in turn. 
THE PROPOSED METHOD

Roulette based Expert Selection
The framework of FACF. First, a set of executive experts is selected from the expert pool and the features are extracted and combined to train the executive experts. Then, each executive expert give its tracking result and they are evaluated by the fitness degree. Finally, the final result is selected and the selecting rate of each expert in the expert pool is updated according to their fitness.
DCF Tracking Framework
The goal of the standard DCF based tracker [14] is to learn a discriminative correlation filter ω that can be applied to the region of interest (ROI) to infer the location of the target (i.e. location of maximum filter response) in consecutive frames. Given sample in the current frame, ω is updated by optimizing the following regression problem:
where the training sample X is generated by all circular shifts of the patch x(m, n) ∈ {0, 1, ..., M − 1} × {0, 1, ...N − 1}, centered around the target, with Gaussian function label y(m, n) in terms of the shifted distance and λ is a regularization parameter. The solution to filter ω in the Fourier domain is given by [14] ω
whereˆdenotes the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (e.g.,
is the element-wise product, * represents the complex-conjugate transformation and d is the d-th (d ∈ {1, ..., D}) feature channel. In the next frame, the response R of a candidate patch z is computed following Eq. (3). The target is identified as the candidate patch with the maximum value of R.
where F −1 donates the Inverse DFT.
Executive Expert Pool
For completeness, before introducing the Executive Experts Pool, we first introduce the Feature Pool and the Initial Expert Pool adopted in our work.
Feature Pool and Initial Expert Pool
DCF is a basic framework where the target is represented by features and various types of feature extractors can be adopted. The effect of different features is also distinct.
Hand-crafted features are efficient to capture low-level details but not adaptive. Deep learned features are captured by hierarchical architectures which can be learned from large scale datasets. The deep architecture can capture both detail-aware (from low-level layers) and semantic-aware (from high-level layers) features which is more adaptive.
As discussed in HCF [12] , features extracted from a single layer of a hierarchical architecture cannot result in accurate tracking. Therefore, HCF generates several DCF response maps via features from different layers simultaneously and performs a coarse-to-fine search from these maps.
In the proposed method, HOG [26] is used to extract hand-crafted low-level features. As for CNN features, we remove the fully-connected layers and extract the outputs of the L5, L10, L19, L28 and L37 layers of VGG-19 [27] ( Table 1 lists the corresponding convolutional layers) as additional low-level, middle-level and high-level features, respectively. Due to the change of the target state during the tracking process, we propose an adaptive method to select the appropriate feature constructed experts (Executive Expert Pool) in order to represent a specific target. Note that since the features are adaptively selected, the feature pool we construct is richer and the number of features in it has almost no influence on computational efficiency. Meanwhile the more abundant feature pool can construct experts who are more suitable to the specific situation. In this paper, the feature pool consists of six types of features (HOG, L5, L10, L19, L28 and L37) and they are optionally combined into C 1 6 + C 2 6 + C 3 6 + C 4 6 + C 5 6 + C 6 6 = 63 experts (Initial Expert Pool). It deserves to be noted that some experts only consist of features from single layer. Although these experts may be less robust compared to other experts which are composed of features of multiple layers, diversity of tracking results provided by them is crucial in ensembled trackers [42] .
Executive Expert Pool
Usually, the sequences vary little between continuous frames, whether it is a target portion or a background portion. Therefore, we can infer the features that are suitable for representing the target in the next frame based on the performance of the expert in the previous frames. As shown in Fig. 5 , before tracking, the executive experts are first selected according to their performance in previous frames evaluated by the fitness degree R t . The greater the fitness degree R t (E n ) of the E n which is the n-th expert in the Expert Pool, the better the performance of E n in the past frames, and the sequence scene tends to vary less between adjacent frames. So, this expert should have a greater probability of being selected to perform the tracking tasks in the next frame. Note that if the expert does not perform tracking at the t-frame, the fitness degree maintains the same as in the f −1-th frame. Here, we use roulette-based selection strategy to select executive experts in the expert pool. This selection strategy has two benefits: on the one hand, each expert has the opportunity to be selected to perform the tracking in the next frame, which enriches the diversity of trackers; on the other hand, adaptively selecting suitable experts to perform the tracking can avoid misleading of inappropriate experts. The probability P n that the E n is selected into Executive Expert Pool in the next frame is computed as follows:
Best Result Selection and Fitness Update
Fig . 5 shows the tracking flowchart of FACF in the t-th frame (5 experts for simplify). Before each frame is processed, executive experts are first selected according to the selecting rate in Eq. (4). Then they track the target simultaneously and generate their tracking results respectively. Finally those results are evaluated via two criteria and the best one is selected as the final tracking result. Meanwhile, the selecting rate is updated according to the performance of each expert evaluated via the two criteria. After that, executive experts are trained and the process goes to the next frame. Inspired by evaluation strategy used in [10] , in this paper, we also use the consistency with experts in both current and last frames to evaluate the performance of each executive expert which are: the consistency with best expert in the last frame represented by the blue lines in Fig. 5 , and the consistency with other executive experts in the current frame represented by the brown lines in Fig. 5 . Then, the two evaluation criteria are combined linearly to generate the fitness degree R t (E n ) of each expert E n in frame t.
The following mainly describes the computation of the fitness degree R t (E n ). Firstly, since the executive experts are selected according to their performance, most of them is capable to track the target with high accuracy. Therefore, a good expert should be consistent with most other executive experts. Let E 1 , E 2 , ..., E n , ..., E K denote Expert 1, Expert 2, .., Expert n, ... , Expert K in executive expert pool, respectively. Let B t En donate the bounding box of E n in the t-th frame. The bounding box B t En only contains the target state (e.g., location and scale) without any context information. Then, we compute overlap ratios of the bounding boxes from different executive experts. The normalized overlap ratio O t (En,E k ) between E n and E k at frame t is calculated and represented by a nonlinear Gaussian function in order to reduce the gap between low and high ratios:
The mean overlap ratio between E n and all the other executive experts is then obtained:
. In addition to the mean overlap ratio in this frame, it should also be stable in a short period. Therefore, the fluctuation extent of overlap ratios in a ∆t (e.g., 5) frames is given as follows:
where ε is a small constant that avoids the infinite pairevaluation score for a zero denominator. A larger R t pair (E n ) means better consistency with other executive experts and higher stability of the target state prediction.
Secondly, a good executive expert should also show reliability of its tracking results to those in previous frames as shown in Fig. 5 . It is evaluated by the trajectory smoothness degree. The Euclidean distance measuring the shift between the previous best bounding box B t−1 E best and the current bounding box B t En is first computed and represented by the nonlinear Gaussian function: ) ]. Similar to the pair-evaluation, we collect the previous movement information to consider the temporal stability. Finally, the self-evaluation score is
The higher R t self (E i ) means the better reliability of the tracking trajectory.
The fitness degree R t (E n ) of the E n in t-th frame is a linear combination of its pair-evaluation score R t pair (E n ) and self-evaluation score R t self (E n ):
where µ is the parameter to trade off the pair-evaluation and self-evaluation weights.
Working Mechanism
In the tracking process, we selected 6 feature layers (HOG, L5, L10, L19, L28 and L37) to form 63 experts (C 1 6 + C 2 6 + C 3 6 + C 4 6 + C 5 6 + C 6 6 = 63) which is much more than existing emsembled trackers (e.g., 7 experts in MCCT). Before each frame is processed, we adaptively select K executive experts to perform tracking in this frame based on the robustness score of each expert in the expert pool. This robustness score comes from the robustness of its own trajectory on the one hand and the robustness of other experts trajectories on the other hand. Excellent experts with high scores are highly likely to be selected, and experts with low scores are less likely to be selected in this scheme. This adaptive learning scheme is robustness to deal with various scenarios.
In a simplex scene (e.g., on a simple background, stable motion, and slight deformation), experts who are good at dealing with corresponding scenes are with high fitness degree. Then they are more likely to select as the executive experts. As a consequence, when some experts are always selected, FACF degrades into MCCT where fixed experts are used. But the executive experts in FACF are adaptively selected instead of manually assigned. When the scene becomes complex (e.g., the background is blurred, occlusion occurs, and even the target transforms into different appearance), the fitness degree of the experts in the pool is approximately balanced due to the large divergence between them. Therefore, all experts are likely to be selected and the diversity of experts will lead to more robustness. In existing popular ensembled trackers, the experts are fixed and each expert are trained by the last frame. When the target changes a lot, those experts may be flustered to recognize the correct target. In FACF, since not all experts are selected in the last frame, executive experts in this frame are trained by different frames which can avoid overfitting. Moreover, when a target is missed by the tracker, other trackers may keep tracking the wrong target due to they are trained by the wrong samples. FACF is more likely to successfully re-track the correct target with multiple diverse experts.
Implementation Details
As in [14] , in order to avoid the boundary effects, we also apply the Hann window to the signals. On scale-adaptive estimation, we follow the DSST tracker [43] . Besides, inspired by [44] , in order to enhance the spatial reliability, the training sample is first masked by color information in a simple way: X = X C. Here X denotes the data matrix and C denotes the color mask which is generated via the histogram-based per-pixel score map [32] of ROI. The online update of the numeratorÂ d and the denominatorB d in Eq.
(2) with the t-th frame is listed as follows:
where η denotes the learning rate. We follow the parameters in standard DCF framework [14] to construct experts. Besides, all trackers are run on the same workstation (Intel Xeon CPU 643 E5-2630 v3 2.4GHz × 32, 64GB RAM) using Ubuntu 16.04, MATLAB R2017a.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Data Sets and Evaluation Metrics
Our method is evaluated on four representative benchmark data sets, i.e., OTB-2013 [3] , OTB-2015 [4] , TempleColor (color), and VOT2017 [8] . FACF(1, 2, 3, 5, 6) All 80.7% 59. 83%  FACF(1, 2, 4, 5, 6) All 80.8% 59. 80%  FACF(1, 3, 4 
, 5, 6)
All 80.5% 59. 58%  FACF(1, 2, 3, 4 
All 81.1% 60. 08%  FACF(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) Ada.
82.2% 60.97%
average overlap that the tracker is expected to achieve on short-term sequences which have the same visual properties as the given dataset. The Acc. measures the average overlap between the predicted and ground truth bounding boxes over frames where the target is successfully tracked. The Rob. is the number of frames where the tracker misses the correct target. The values of these criteria in the experiments are the average values over 5 independent runs. Fig. 7 . Success plots on TempleColor for FACF ada and FACF all.
Experiments on Framework Settings
We select the data set TempleColor [5] with the most sequences (129) to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method with different settings. First, we test the effectiveness of different feature compositions. Second, we verify the impact of the number of execution experts on the tracking performance.
Experiments on Feature Composition
To demonstrate the effectiveness of feature composition in FACF, we compared the performance of FACF variants with different features. MCCT [10] uses the HOG and features extracted from L28 and L37 layers of VGG-19 as the baseline (FACF(1, 2, 5, 6) ). FACF incorporates more features and the performance of them are listed in Table 2 . With more features, the learner could represent the tracked object more sufficiently. Therefore, FACF achieves better performance than the baseline, especially when all the features are incorporated. Moreover, FACF uses feature adaptive strategy to further improve the performance and the performance of them is exhibited via precision and success plots in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. In summary, our method with adaptive selection strategies (FACF ada) performs better on P(20px) with 1.1% and on AUC with 0.89% than the method without adaptive selection strategies (FACF all) ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) . Moreover, the performance improvement of FACF ada is more obvious than FACF all on some specific attributes, for example, for the attribute of BC, the improvement is 4.8% on P(20px) and 3.13% on AUC, for DEF, it is 5.5% on P(20px) and 3.51% on AUC, for IV, it is 6.4% on P(20px) and 3.92% on AUC, and for OPR, it is 3.2% on P(20px) and 1.97% on AUC. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed framework, especially on attributes of BC, DEF, IV, and OPR. As Fig. 8 shows, FACF ada is more robust than FACF all in some complex situations. This is mainly due to the fact that in some complicated situations, FACF ada can adaptively select the appropriate experts to perform tracking.
Experiment on Number of Executive Experts
To analyze the impact of the number of executive experts on FACF, we compare the performance of FACF (1, 2, 3,  4 , 5, 6) under different numbers of selected experts. The results are exhibited with line graph as shown in Fig. 9 . With increase of the number of experts, more experts are used to determine the position of tracked object. Therefore, the performance increases as well. However, when the experts are over 28, the performance begin to decrease. Because with more experts, the learner may overfit to the current frame. Therefore, when the tracked object is lost, it may not be recovered in the following frames. The performance is evaluated by P(20px) and AUC and they both can reflect the performance of FACF on some aspects. But with P(20px), the best performance is achieved when the number of experts is 27 and that of AUC is 28. In the following experiments, we select 28 adaptive experts since AUC is more usually used to rank trackers.
Comparison with Ensembled Trackers
To better demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method which is a type of ensembled tracker, we compare the best performed FACF tracker to several state-of-the-art integrated trackers including MCCT [10] , CF2 [12] , HDT [11] and MEEM [45] on three public benchmarks TempleColor [5] , OTB-2013 [3] , and OTB-2015 [4] . Table 3 lists the P(20px) and AUC values generated by the compared methods on the three benchmarks. The proposed tracker FACF performs best no matter on P(20px) or AUC. In particular, FACF increases by {2.2%, 13.2%, 13.7%, 11.5%} on P(20px) and by {1.99%, 10.96%, 12.78%, 10.54%} on AUC over trackers MCCT, CF2, HDT and MEEM on TempleColor [5] , respectively. It increases by {0.6%, 4.7%, 6.9%, 12.0%} on P(20px) and by {0.15%, 7.12%, 12.23%, 14.30%} on AUC over trackers MCCT, CF2, HDT and MEEM on OTB-2013 [5] , respectively. It increases by {0.5%, 7.3%, 7.5%, 14.5%} on P(20px) and by {0.36%, 7.94%, 12.34%, 15.40%} on AUC over trackers MCCT, CF2, HDT and MEEM on OTB-2015 [5] , TABLE 3 Performance comparison on P(20px)(%) and AUC(%) with several state-of-the-art ensembled trackers on benchmarks TempleColor [5] , OTB-2013 [3] , and OTB-2015 [4] . respectively. This experiment demonstrates that the overall performance of FACF is significantly improved over existing ensembled trackers. Then we compare them under specific scenarios (different attributes) via precision and success plots as shown in Fig. 10 and 11 , respectively. FACF achieves the best performance compared with other ensembled trackers on benchmarks containing various scenarios. While FACF achieves excellent performance on some specific attributes. The most significant improvement is achieved in the cases of BC, LR, MB, and OCC ( Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 bled trackers MCCT [10] , CF2 [12] , HDT [11] and MEEM [45] , respectively. Namely, if the object appearance changes drastically (OCC) or if the background looks similar to the target (BC), our framework is very beneficial no matter on P(20px) and AUC. This is largely due to the adaptively expert selection strategy used in FACF that allows tracker adaptively select the appropriate features to achieve tracking in this scenarios.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Trackers
To put the tracking performance into perspective, we compare the proposed best performed FACF tracker with recent state-of-the-art trackers, including DSST [43] , MEEM [45] , SAMF [15] , KCF [14] , LCT [47] , HCF [12] , SRDCF [34] , HDT [11] , STAPLE [32] , C-COT [36] , ECO [13] , MCCT [10] , DLSSVM [48] on three public benchmarks TempleColor [5] , OTB-2015 [3] and VOT2017 [8] . 
Evaluation on TempleColor
The precision and success plots of compared methods on the TempleColor benchmark are exhibited in Fig. 12 . The proposed FACF tracker achieves the best results on P(20px) and AUC with scores of 82.2% and 60.97%, respectively. It outperforms the second best method by 2.2% and 1.99%. From Fig. 12 , the proposed FACF significantly outperforms the recently proposed MCCT, ECO and C-COT on metrics of P(20px) and AUC and achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
Evaluation on OTB-2015
The precision and success plots of compared methods on the OTB-2015 benchmark are exhibited in Fig. 13 . On this benchmark, our proposed FACF tracker achieves the best P(20px) of 93.2%. Among all trackers, only ECO exhibits excellent results and performs slightly better than ours on AUC metric, which is mainly due to the effectiveness of unique sample selection strategy. Our FACF tracker performs much better than C-COT, HCF, HDT, MCCT, and MEEM, which are also based on correlation filters.
Evaluation on VOT2017
The results on VOT2017 in terms of EAO, Acc., and Rob. are listed in Table 4 . According to EAO and Rob., the proposed FACF achieves the best performance among the recent stateof-the-art trackers. But according to Acc., STAPLE achieves the best performance. However, FACF significantly outperforms STAPLE on EAO. and Rob. which demonstrates the state-of-the-art performance of the proposed method.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical feature-aware tracking framework (FACF) based on CF for robust visual tracking, which considers not only feature-level fusion but also decision-level fusion and feature-adaptive selection to fully explore the strength of multiple features. Our framework maintains multiple experts to track the target via different views and selects the reliable outputs to refine the tracking results. Moreover, the proposed method evaluates the unreliable samples through considering the divergence of multiple experts and updates them adaptively. Through extensive experiments on several challenging data sets, we show that after adopting our simple yet effective framework, FACF is able to perform favorably against state-of-the-art ensembled methods in both accuracy and efficiency. The future work include but is not limited to attempting to deal with more complex scenarios. 
